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the late 1800s. In 1950, when I
ifty years ago, four months out
preached “Freedom at the Crossof college, I preached my first
roads,” all states but Alaska had Sunprophetic sermon. Titled “Freeday laws. Since then, 21 states have
dom at the Crossroads,” it
taken them off their books, and
leaned heavily on standard
another 18 have pulled so many
Adventist prophetic fare. From toenforcement teeth that they couldn’t
days perspective, it was a bit in
chew pudding.
advance of Uriah Smith but considFor a second example: During
erably behind a few modern Ad1962’s Vatican Council II, Pope John
ventist scholars who are suggesting
XXIII radically altered the Catholic
that we must revisit and revise the
Church’s posture on religious libprophetic scenario our church’s pioerty. The 16th-century monk Beza
neers authored in the late 1800s.
pretty well epitomized his church’s
They are concerned that it just
historic view, calling religious liberty
doesn’t seem to fit well into today’s
a “diabolical doctrine” because it
dominantly secular society.
leaves every man to go to hell in his
For one example, no national
own way. (The church of that day
Sunday law seems in the offing, as in
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seemed to assume that women had
their own built-in road map and
needed no male assistance.) Today,
the Catholic Church appears quite
willing to permit us to go to hell
without their help—in fact, in a
recent confession at Saint Peters
Basilica, Pope John Paul II asked
pardon on behalf of those “Christians” who, “yielding to a mentality
of power,” persecuted those of other
“religious traditions” This Pope is
regarded by many in our secular
society as the world’s foremost
champion of religious liberty! And
again, this posture doesn’t square
with our traditional interpretation
of Revelation 13.
A third example: In 1961, the
United States Supreme Court ruled
that Sunday laws were legal only if
they had a pervasive secular purpose. And its difficult to conceive of
our pervasively secular society persecuting a group of people who want
to worship on Saturday.
In a 1998 Time magazine, Charles
Krauthammer pointed out that religion, once a conviction, is now just a
taste.
“Where religion is trivialized,”
Krauthammer observed, “one is
unlikely to find persecution. When it
is believed that on your religion
hangs the fate of your immortal
soul, the Inquisition follows easily;
when it is believed that religion is a
breezy consumer preference, religious tolerance flourishes easily.

After all, we don’t persecute people
for their taste in cars. Why for their
taste in gods?”1
Who can rationally argue that the
Sabbath is likely to become a test of
loyalty in this age of what psychiatrists are calling the “new indifference”?
I agree with my scholarly friends
of ATS that we must revisit the
books of Daniel and Revelation. We
are 100 years down the prophetic
highway beyond where our pioneers
got off. Certainly it’s possible that
their “present truth” scenarios might
require a bit of amending for our
day. A few actors may have to be
recostumed and their scripts rewritten to accommodate an updated
“present truth.” After all, Ellen White
told her contemporaries that “we
have only the glimmerings of the
rays of light that is yet to come to
us.”2
Let me now begin to focus on the
scholarly conclusion that today’s
secular world just doesn’t fit within
our traditional end-time scenario.
Then we’ll examine the six paramount points in our pioneers’ late1800s exposition of “present truth”
to see whether it must, indeed, be
revised; and finally, I’ll suggest a few
“present truths” that our pioneers
didn’t foresee.
The one element above all others
that seems to demand our reappraisal of the prophetic schema of
our pioneers is secularism—the
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change from the Judeo-Christian
society of the 1800s to the secular,
humanistically oriented world of today. Apart from the Muslim segment, much is atheist or agnostic—
certainly secular and emphatically
materialistic. Western Europe is a
post-Christian continent, its great
cathedrals emptied, its Reformation
heritage forgotten.
As for the United States, two
Supreme Court decisions epitomize
our secularism. The first, its ruling
in the 1961 Sunday law cases that
affirmed the constitutionality of
Sunday laws only if they have a “pervasive secular purpose.” The second:
the decision that a Christmas display
in the Pawtucket, Rhode Island, city
hall is constitutional because it was
flanked by a secular Santa and his
reindeer! Lawyers know the decision
as the “Plastic Reindeer Rule.” Then
theres the case in which a judge was
required to remove a stone Ten
Commandments from in front of
his Alabama courthouse. Hardly the
kind of decision you'd expect from a
court about to approve a national
Sunday law!
Maybe we should praise the Lord
for secularism. Its disciples have
almost succeeded in eliminating
Sunday laws from our society, something our forefathers couldn't
achieve in 100 years! And secularists
are generally indifferent to religion.
If secularists go to church at all—
sometimes it just seems the expedi-

ent thing to do—they encounter a
humanist Lord whom they respect
rather than worship. The humanist
Lord, you see, asks only that we be
religious, not that we take up our
cross and follow him.
Let's face up to it: Our traditional
prophetic reading of Daniel and
Revelation doesn't seem relevant in
our secular world. Relevant—a delightful word that so easily disposes
of prophetic embarrassment.
Signs of the Times
So let’s review the “present
truths” that led our expositors of the
late 1800s to believe that Christ's
coming was imminent. If we're planning to rewrite the script, we ought
to be thorough in our review.
Their anticipation was based on
six “signs of the times,” as they called
them. Let’s examine the actors and
issues on stage in their Drama of
Closing Events. The first:
The National Reform Association
I have an old notebook filled with
newspaper clippings about the
National Reform Association, which
was founded in 1863 by representatives of 11 Protestant denominations. The inscription on the inside
cover reads: “Presented by Mrs. E. G.
White to Religious Liberty Department.” Ellen White wanted the Religious Liberty Departm ent and
through it, the church, to comprehend the prophetic nature of the
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Ellen W h ite h a d no d o u b t a b o u t the p ro p h e tic significance
o f the association a n d its objectives. She called its religious
a m e n d m en t “a p la in , d irect fu lfillm e n t o f prophecy.”
Som e o f ou r m inisters, how ever, d id n ’t fe e l th ey sh ould preach
on such a m atter. They h a d b e tte r subjects a t hand, such as
righteousness b y fa ith . Ellen W h ite responded:
the Lord fo rg iv e ou r brethren fo r thus in te rp retin g the very
m essage fo r this tim e.”

associations plans, which were: “To
promote needed reforms in the
action of the government touching
the Sabbath,” and “to secure such an
amendment to the Constitution of
the United States as will declare the
nations allegiance to Jesus Christ
and its acceptance of the moral laws
of the Christian religion, and so
indicate that this is a Christian
nation, and place all the Christian
laws, institutions, and usages of our
government on an undeniably legal
basis in the fundamental laws of the
land”3
Ellen White had no doubt about
the prophetic significance of the
association and its objectives. She
called its religious amendment “a
plain, direct fulfillment of prophecy.”4 Some of our ministers, however, didn’t feel they should preach
on such a matter. They had better
subjects at hand, such as righteousness by faith. Ellen White responded:
“May the Lord forgive our brethren

for thus interpreting the very message for this time.”5“There have been
surprising indifference and inactivity in this time of peril. Truth, present truth, is what the people need.”6
By 1888, the National Reform
Association’s goals seemed attainable. Senator H. W. Blair of New
Hampshire introduced legislation
for a national Sunday law. A. T.
Jones, then editor of our church’s
religious-liberty publication, appeared before a congressional committee to oppose it. The Blair bill
died in committee in 1888 and, reincarnated, perished again in 1889.
The U.S. Supreme Court
The second actor on stage in the
prophetic scenario was the United
States Supreme Court, which in the
1902 case Church of the Holy Trinity
v. United States, declared the United
States to be “a Christian nation.” Justice David J. Brewer referred to “the
laws respecting the observance of
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“W orkingm en’s associations [labor u n i o n s ] m u s t p a y special a n d c h ie f a tte n tio n to the d u ties o f religion a n d m orality,
a n d social b e tte rm e n t sh ould have this chiefly in view , fo r
the fo u n d a tio n o f social l a w s . [ i s ] thus la id in religion.”

the Sabbath,” coupled with “the general cessation of all secular business
... on that day.” The C ourts decision
was unanimous. Our Adventist pioneeers viewed this decision as a
prophetic step toward the “worship”
test of Revelation 13.
The Catholic Congress
The third actor came on stage in
1889 in the person of the Catholic
Congress, which, meeting in Baltimore, resolved to unite with Protestants to secure “proper Sunday
observance.” The 1800s were not a
time of ecumenical bliss. This Catholic-Protestant union in support of
Sunday legislation fit right in the
Adventist eschatology schema.
The Labor Movement
The fourth actor was the
Catholic-dominated labor movement, which, in 1903, Ellen White
linked with implementation of the
boycott predicted in Revelation 13.7
White was undoubtedly aware of the
implications of Pope Leo XIIIs 1891
encyclical Rerum Novarum (“New
Things” in Latin; in English called
“On the Condition of the Working

Classes”), which contained this key
paragraph:
“Workingmens associations [labor unions] . .. must pay special and
chief attention to the duties of religion and morality, and social betterment should have this chiefly in
view, for the foundation of social
laws... [is] thus laid in religion ”
In agreeing to cooperate with
Protestants to secure “proper Sunday
observance,” the congress in Baltimore was implementing the principles of Leo’s encyclical. Baltimore’s
James Cardinal Gibbons was later
honored by his church as the “champion of the American worker.” In
1908, Samuel Gompers, head of the
AF of L was able to announce that
the union had done “as much, if not
more, than any other organized
body of men and women to enforce
observance of the Sunday rest day.”
Spiritualism
The fifth actor was a miracleworking force called “spiritualism.”
This movement, our pioneers concluded, added credence to the concept of the immortality of the soul
and was preparing the world for the
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tion. It’s gone, of course. But it left
grandchildren. The Christian Coalition, the American Coalition for
Traditional Values, the Christian
Voice. They’re in politics right up to
their earlobes. But granted, no
Christian Right organization of any
stature is promoting a national Sunday law. But they are promoting a
religious amendment to the Constitution. And, as Stan Moonyhan, a
prominent evangelical wrote in Liberty: “I sense the mood of my fellow
evangelicals, and it scares the daylights out of me.”
So the National Reform Association’s bloodline can be traced in organizations of today. Secularism
hasn’t put a tourniquet on that. I see
little reason on this point to revise
our prophetic schema.

appearance of the counterfeit christ.
The Holy Spirit
The sixth actor was the Holy
Spirit, which in 1888, through the
message of Christ Our Righteousness, sought to prepare our pioneers for Christs imminent return.
The stage setting was Minneapolis.
Alas, distinctive doctrines and controversy seemed more im portant to
them than a relationship with
Christ. Friend, d ont ever preach the
Mark of the Beast to a neighbor
unless you have first received the
Mark of Christ! It is that which gives
him glory, according to the first
angels message. We do so by permitting Jesus to demonstrate his
genuine goodness through us.
Truth incarnate is the kind that
opponents cannot refute.
You have just seen on stage six of
the most significant actors in the late
19th-century end-time drama perceived by our Adventist forefathers.
You ve heard them speak their
prophetic lines. Lines, that we are
being told, do not fit well in today’s
secular society.
A National Sunday Law
And maybe they're right. Let’s see
whether we can find parallel “present truths” to those which our spiritual parents expected would usher in
the kingdom.
1. The National Reform Associa-

39

2.
What about the Supreme
Court? Without question, its decisions have made it clear not only
that we no longer live in a Christian
nation, but have confirmed our status as a secular state. (Of course, we
had only to look at television to
affirm that.) However, other decisions of the Court seem precursors
of trouble to come.
For one thing, the Court has held
that the state no longer need
demonstrate a “compelling interest”
to interfere with our religious liberty. And it was Justice Scalia, author
of that decision, who said, “Religious
liberty is a luxury we can no longer
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afford.” This Court has also declared
unconstitutional the Religious Freedom Act, which would have restored
the “compelling interest” test. Further, the High Court long has held
that “interests of the highest order”
can “overbalance [even] legitimate
claims to the free exercise of religion” ( Wisconsin v. Yoder, 1972).
What would constitute such
“interests”? A nuclear crisis? Economic collapse? The crime making
an evening walk in our neighborhoods a perilous adventure? The
post-September 11 arrests and detentions that have confined hundreds in prison without review
because they threaten national security? Somehow, the fallout from September 11 would seem to fit all too
well in the last pages of The Great
Controversy.

ship and influence. But the formation of great monopolies, the consolidation of major companies—
these have caused workers to once
again seek security through unions.
Have you heard of the Exxon/Mobil
merger? A dozen others, all of which
seem to be followed by news that a
thousand or 10,000 or 20,000 workers will be laid off? As Ellen White
wrote: “Gigantic monopolies will be
formed.”8 FDR took care of a num ber. But they’re coming back with a
vengeance. And coming even now to
much of the world is economic
chaos, which, Ellen White said, ultimately would be blamed on those
who keep the Sabbath and thus prevent restoration to God’s favor and
“temporal prosperity.”9
Are labor unions showing an
interest in Sunday laws? On the
world scene, German labor unions
are foremost in promoting a Sunday
law for the European Union. If you
don’t belong to the union, you don’t
work; and if you belong, you rest on
Sunday, as papal social/labor encyclicals direct. In northern Virginia,
a labor union paid for bumper stickers reading “Stop, Don’t Shop on
Sunday.” Just a “straw” to be sure;
but one doesn’t need a rope to see
which way the wind is blowing. A
straw will do.
Is there any evidence that the
objectives of the social/labor encyclicals are still influencing unions,
especially on the Sunday law issue

3. What about Protestant/Catholic cooperation on Sunday laws, as
in the 1880s? Not at this point, but in
light of recent events and, in particular, a new encyclical, stay tuned.
Ironically, another Supreme Court
decision has done more to drive
Catholics and Protestants into each
other’s arms than the Christian
nation decision of 1902. I refer to
Roe v. Wade. And we have yet to get
to the Papal encyclical Dies Domini.
4. Labor unions/Sunday laws. For
the past several decades, labor
unions have declined in member-
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A f e w yea rs back George M eany, w ho ach ieved m erger o f the
AFL-CIO, w as given the L ataere M edal, the highest a w a rd
the C atholic Church can bestow on a la ym a n fo r fo rw a rd in g
the objectives o f the socioI econom ic encyclicals.

here in the U.S.? A few years back
George Meany, who achieved merger
of the AFL-CIO, was given the Lataere
Medal, the highest award the Catholic
Church can bestow on a layman for
forwarding the objectives of the
socio/economic encyclicals.
A booklet titled The Liberal Allusion, published by the National
Catholic Welfare Conference, Washington, D.C., in 193910links the message of the encyclicals and Sunday
laws:
“When the time comes and men
realize that the social edifice must be
rebuilt according to eternal standards, be it tomorrow, or be it centuries from now, the Catholics will
arrange things to suit said standards.
Undeterred by those who prefer to
abide in death, they will re-establish
certain laws of life. They will restore
lesus to His place on high, and He
shall no longer be insulted.. . . They
will make obligatory the religious
observance of Sunday on behalf of
the whole of society and for its own
good, revoking the permit for freethinkers and lews to celebrate,
incognito, Monday or Saturday on
their own account. Those whom this

may annoy, will have to put up with
the annoyance. Respect will not be
refused to the Creator nor repose
denied to the creature simply for the
sake of humoring certain maniacs,
whose phrenetic condition causes
them stupidly and insolently to
block the will of a whole people.”
Pretty incendiary, isn’t it! Let me
turn to several subsequent encyclicals to back up it up:
• 1961 Mater et Magistral (Pope
fohn XXIII): “We exhort, as it were,
with the words of God Himself, all
men, whether public officials,. . . or
representatives of management and
labor, that they observe this command of G od... and of the Catholic
Church” (p. 76).
• 1991 (May 16) Centesimus
Annus, fohn Paul II’s Social Encyclical calls for legal enforcement of
“the . . . basic right to Sunday rest”
(p. 6).
• 1998 Dies Domini. John Paul II’s
encyclical attempts what no preceding encyclical or Catechism has:
Rather than simply claim that the
Roman Catholic Church changed
the Sabbath from Saturday to Sunday, Dies Domini offers an exhaus-
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Dies Domini offers an exh au stive biblical ju stific a tio n fo r
Sunday keeping. A ju stific a tio n w ith w hich P rotestan ts
can fe e l f a r m ore com fortable than w ith the fo rm e r claim —
“K eep Sundayy a n d y o u yre ackn ow ledgin g our a u th o rity to
change even d iv in e laws.yy

tive biblical justification for Sunday
keeping. A justification with which
Protestants can feel far more comfortable than with the former
claim— “Keep Sunday, and you’re
acknowledging our authority to
change even divine laws.” Another
barrier to reunion falls. And, keep in
mind that the encyclical emphasizes
the state’s moral obligation to facilitate Sunday observance through
civil legislation. One doesn’t need a
magnifying glass to read this sign of
the times.
5. Spiritualism. Visited your psychic lately? Consulted your horoscope? Millions do daily. Twentyfour percent of Americans believe in
reincarnation. Millions believe in
communion with the spirit world.
If you’ve been reading PD regularly, you know that Ruth Montgomery, the world’s most published
psychic, has reported receiving a testimony from Ellen White. On the
morning after finishing The Great
Controversy, which an Adventist layman had sent her, Montgomery
claimed to have received this mes-

sage from her spirit guide: “The
woman White who wrote the book
you are reading is here and says,
Please, please disregard what I wrote
about communication with the living dead.”
Of spiritualism, Ellen G. White
wrote: “Here [in spiritualism] is a
channel wholly devoted to [Satan],
under his control, and he can make
the world believe what he will.”11
Updated “Truth”
It appears to me—secular age or
no secular age—that the signs our
pioneers cited as “present truth” survive in updated forms today. Some,
such as spiritualism, are not only far
advanced over Ellen White’s day, but
also claim to be more in touch with
her than some of us are. Further, I
see reason to affirm that prophetic
markers point to an impending test
over worship.
Our pioneers had it right. The
scenario has indeed changed a bit;
but we should have no difficulty in
recognizing the lead actors who have
taken their places on stage in our
21st-century world.
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In fact, I believe that down here,
on the prophetic highway to tom orrow, are a few “signs” erected since
our pioneers got off. “Signs” that
may constitute present truth and
thus add to our confidence in the
soon return of our Lord.
Briefly, here are four that I believe
warrant our consideration:
1. Humanity’s ability to destroy
the world. I refer to nuclear
weapons. You may instinctively
respond, “Well, aren’t things better
now with the dissolution of the
Soviet Union?” No. We’re in greater
danger today for two reasons:
A. The breakdown of security
and corresponding economic chaos
in the states of the former Soviet
Union. There’s a militant Moslem
world out there, with factions seeking to buy bomb components by
which to punish the Great Satan, as
we’re called. And now several
nations have nuclear weapons and
are developing the capability to
deliver them. Within a decade, half a
dozen unfriendlies may be added to
the list.
B. The second reason the danger
is greater now is that nuclear byproducts are contaminating the
atmosphere, water, and soil. Leakage
of dump sites in Siberia; pollution of
sea waters off Murmansk; and an
area of contamination greater in
area than that of Chernobyl. I’ll
mention one American site: Han-

ford. The government examiner of
nuclear sites is a close friend. I told
him one day that it would be tragic if
Hanford waste got into the Columbia. “It’s there,” he said. “We’ve detected it in salmon even at the
mouth of the river. And it’s leaching
through the soil surrounding Hanford.” The Revelator spoke of God
destroying them that destroy (or
corrupt) the Earth.
2.
Biological or genetic manipulation. I make no blanket criticism
of these terms, for in some permutations they offer healing. But I am
sorely troubled by cloning living
beings. Recently, the Washington Post
headlined the cloning of one cow
into six cows. Another Post headline
read: “Cloned Human Embryo Created, South Korean Researchers Say”
(this was subsequently denied).
Much of my theology takes into
consideration the fallen nature of
humankind. And that awareness
impels me to fear that we may be
about to intrude on a prerogative of
God himself: I recall the words of
Ellen White: “If there was one sin
above another which called for the
destruction of the race by the flood,
it was the base crime of amalgamation of man and beast which defaced
the image of God, and caused confusion everywhere.”12 Again: “Every
species of animal which God had
created were preserved in the ark,
The confused species which God did
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not create, which were the result of
amalgamation, were destroyed by
the flood.”13
I wish I could ask Ellen what she
saw in vision. With F. D. Nichol and
others, I don’t believe she viewed
some part-human, part-animal beings that were produced in the laboratories of those great intellects
before the Flood. But there was
something—something that brought
down the wrath of God upon the
world. Something that may cause
God to say again: “‘Nothing that they
propose to do will now be impossible
for them.’” “‘Come, let us go dow n”
... and “destroy them that destroy [or
corrupt] the earth” (Gen. 11:6; Rev.
11:18, NRSV). Our pioneers didn’t
see this genetic marker—though
some of them strained their eyes
looking. Among the “signs” Uriah
Smith listed in his day were the
steamship, the 20-mile cannon, the
submarine, and [are you ready?] the
baby incubator!

ecumenical agencies of our day, such
as the National and World Council
of Churches, but the denominationtranscending movement called
“charismatic,” with its hundreds of
millions of members who major on
signs and wonders while leaping
denominational fences. I see in the
charismatic movement a melding of
ecumenism and spiritualism. It is
not the Holy Spirit that is producing
“holy laughter” in Toronto and Sweden, and people crawling about and
barking like dogs in other revivals.
When these phenomena occurred in
early Adventist history, Ellen White
had no difficulty in discerning their
origin. May God grant us discernment to detect the counterfeit signs
and wonders that are the product of
the counterfeit spirit.

4.
Then we have the evangelical/Catholic dialogue, which has produced a document assuring us that
the theological differences that
impelled the Reformation have now
3.
The ecumenical movements ofbeen resolved. Startling concessions
are being made for the sake of unity.
our day. Catholic-Protestant coopEllen White predicted the coming of a
eration, as I’ve noted, owes much to
counterfeit revival, through which
Roe v. Wade, but worldwide, more to
multitudes would exalt that “God is
Vatican Council II and the initiatives
working marvelously for them, when
of Pope John XXIII. Not enough
the work is that of another spirit.”14
yet to affirm a joint affection for
And, we must note with concern, that
Sunday. But the courtship is warmshe also said the Holy Spirit would be
ing, and the theology on which
falling all around us, and, believe me,
Protestants and Catholics can unite
the secular mind is not the only mind
is in the encyclical Dies Domini.
that will not perceive it.
Most significant are not the formal
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W e have lon g h eld th a t the la st sign to be fu lfille d before
C h rist’s return is the gospel to the w orld. Well, i t ’s going,
p ra ise the Lord. A n d w ith u n preceden ted ra p id ity! I f
w e really believe th a t the gospel to a ll the w o rld is the la st
p roph ecy to be fu lfilled, then w e m u st v ie w the m eans o f
a ch ievin g th a t en d as its e lf p ro p h etic.

5.
Communication satellites. Weworks of humankind by one seated
have long held that the last sign to be
upon a throne high and lifted up—
fulfilled before Christ’s return is the
one who has ‘“appointed a day in
gospel to the world. Well, its going,
which He will judge the world’”
praise the Lord. And with unprece(Acts 17:31, NKJV).
dented rapidity! If we really believe
Trials like that of O. J. Simpson
that the gospel to all the world is the
and Scott Peterson captured the
last prophecy to be fulfilled, then we
attention of much of the world.
must view the means of achieving
Satellites have carried the courtroom
that end as itself prophetic.
scenes into the living rooms of my
Some months ago, I watched the
relatives in the Czech Republic. How
evening sky. The sun was setting,
long do you think it would take to
and the moment was neither night
reach the world with the testing
nor day. Far in the northwest a light
truth of whom we should worship—
appeared, brighter than a secondif a showcase trial of an Adventist
magnitude star. Like a finger etching
leader were featured?
a message on some vast, purpleI think a review of our prophetic
domed Belshazzar’s hall, a satellite
positions is a good thing. It reconwrote its way across the heavens and
firmed my convictions that changes
was gone.
in our world since the late 1800s
Some saw it and praised the gods
don’t add up to a failed prophetic
who sit on movable thrones. Others,
scenario. Events of the past half cenvessels of wine clutched in nerveless
tury show the conclusions drawn in
fingers, traced its silvery trail and
my religious-liberty sermon of Janudivined, perhaps, that our world has
ary 26, 1950, to be prophetically
shrunk to a global village. But few
solid. A great nation—the Soviet
divine, or interpret, that a final editUnion—is gone; the beast from the
ing is even now being given all the
sea dominates the world, and a great
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church has been quietly growing in
world esteem and in power, just as
our spiritual pioneers anticipated. I
see no reason to believe that the test
over when and whom we should
worship shall be long delayed.
The Sign of the Cross
A few decades ago, Catholic
author Francois Mauriac wrote endtime words that often come to mind
as I review The Great Controversy's
closing scenes:
“The day will come when the last
terrified men will no longer question the nationality of their last
Shepherd. Among the corpses and
the rubble, it will scarcely matter
whether he came from Europe or
from America. They will press about
his white robe, which will be the
only light in the darkness of the end
of time, and suddenly he will raise
his hand and the heavens will open

and he will point out to them the
Sign of the Cross.”15
I wonder whether we will be
ready—this time.
□
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